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sign redesign
Goal of this project was to recreate a handmade 
sign, with my own spin on it. 

First approach was to recreate it normally. Then 
second approach was to modify/alter the sign, en-
hancing it.

First redesign, encompasses the idea of a hot day 
in Chicago during the summer. To suggest heat, the 
strips were warped, as if melting. I chose a black 
rectangle to bring out the copy to be used. I envi-
sioned something glass-like.

Second approach was to take a slight “3D” guise. 
With the razor knife, thought-inducing of Sweeney 
Todd, to be suggestive of an arrow symbol. The 
knife then was re-enforced with a subtle arrow in 
the back to leave no doubt of it’s intended function.
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THE MARCUS GROUP identity
The approach to this logo design project was to use my name, 
or an element, that would be representative of my name, such 
as the “M.” I feel I have a strong concept with the two “M’s” 
joined together (a previous version of the logo design), repre-
sentative of two skills: graphic design and photography. How-
ever, though this makes sense, from a point of view, and works 
conceptually – I don’t like it for myself. I identify strongly with 
a single “M” concept. The duality of the two “M” concept is 
confused, for me. I don’t see myself that way. I see myself as a 
single “M.”

Originally, in formulating a logo and company name (whether 
as a freelance designer or a corporation type like business) I 
couldn’t identify a name that would exemplify me. So I settled 
with just simply using my first and last name.

Then for various reasons over the years I planned to change my 
first name. Which would cause a problem for any sort of brand 
building at the time, if I decided to seriously get into freelanc-
ing, and even as a job seeker. So, I decided to build on my last 
name – which wouldn’t change.

As time progressed, I longed for something else. Finally, I settled 
for something simplified to represent me. Something short and 
succinct. The simple “M” seemed to be the solution I was look-
ing for. The “M,” because, unlike my first name, isn’t scheduled 
for a potential change. So the “M” representing “Marcus,” (my 
last name) has significance because of its consistency – it’s not 
going to change.

The nature of the “M” is strong. It projects strength. Its structure 
is solid. So, the nature of the “M” suggests strength, solidness, 
hence dependability, trust worthiness, and reliability. Because 
something that is solid, something that is strong – is something 
one is more likely to trust, depend, and rely upon. Additionally, 
the “M” in 3D perspective, creates a dynamic presentation.

Color choice was determined on my own sensibilities, as the 
piece is intended for me and should reflect some aspect of 
myself. There are four colors that I identify with. And of the four, 
only one exemplify me – Pantone 5825c. Pantone 5825c is kind 
of an olive drab, brown green hue. The others are some variant 
of ice blue hues. Pantone 5825c is the color that represents me 
the most. It compliments my skin color well.
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iPhone/iPod App
This piece is to illustrate how I make a chocolate rice pro-
tein shake so that the honey does not stick to the bottom of 
the shaker bottle and the protein powder doesn’t cake on 
the inside of the cap, and the sides of the bottle. The piece 
provides step-by-step instruction on how to overcome the 
undesirables with making protein shakes.

This instructional layout should interest anyone finding it 
difficult to use honey as a sweetener in shakes, and tired of 
having the protein powder cake in the cap of the shaker and 
the sides.

The intent of this digital layout should be simplicity, with par-
tially anatomically correct illustrations.

My approach, was to first knock out all Adobe Illustrator 
illustrations. Second, develop layout design. Three, color 
determinations. And four, finish piece according to appropri-
ate deliverable format.

Adobe Illustrator CS4 was used. Illustrator provides precise 
line creation and control. Visual clarity is important for un-
derstanding the instructions of the app. Additionally, Illustra-
tor provides scalability if the piece needs to be printed very 
small or made into a huge billboard sign.
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GRNTEA identity & package design
For this project I will be exploring identity creation.  I’m a 
tea drinker.  When I think of product design, I immediately 
think of some small object that’s decorated and adorned at-
tractively.  Not that, product design exclusively covers small 
objects, but I think my experience with brands are more 
frequently with smallish types of objects.  

I’m interested in creating a contemporary, modernistic, life 
benefiting feeling with this product.  The same kinds of feel-
ings one might typically experience when flipping the pages 
of Martha Steward’s Living and Whole Living magazines.  A 
green tea product, such as the fictional one I will be creating, 
will fit right in with our emerging values of self-fulfillment and 
physical fitness—making it relevant for today’s society in the 
U.S.  Sociologist James Henslin has said, “A value cluster of 
four interrelated core values–leisure, self-fulfillment, physical 
fitness, and youthfulness—is emerging in the United States.”  
Then he went on to add a fifth core value “concern for the 
environment” (54)*.

From my cursory research, tea branding usually follows a 
visual concept that appeals to life enhancement and health.  
From a contemporary design, to pushing the culture of 
where the product originated from, to pushing the quality of 
the product to eschew any notion of it being processed, tea 
packaging design range from being clean, natural-looking, 
ethnic, and ornate, to name a few.  So, the resultant design I 
create should incorporate a number of these attributes. 

*Henslin, James M. Sociology: a Down-to-earth Approach. 
10th ed. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 2010. Print.
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green tea+orange

an all natural blend of green teas 

with a squirt of orange
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NET WT 0.8 OZ (22.6g)
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